December 9-12
20% Off All Regular-Price Items for Museum Members!
You can call to place an order during our open hours. We can ship to anywhere within the U.S. Items can be placed on hold until end of the next business day.

Phone: 206-623-5124 x203

Members save 10% in-store year-round and 20% off when they join or renew (exclusions apply)

Shop highlights online! digitalwingluke.org/shop
November 18-November 21

15% Off Books Featured in Book-O-Rama
see digitalwingluke.org/holidays

15% Off Regular-Price Scarves

November 26-28

Shop Small Saturday and Museum Store Sunday
20% Off Regular-Price Unframed Prints and Posters

Bruce Lee 81st Anniversary
New Bruce Lee Merchandise Launches Friday, Nov. 26

December 2-5

20% Off Regular-Price Stuffies

December 9-12

20% Off All Regular-Price Items for Museum Members
COLOR CUTE STUFF: A COLORING ACTIVITY BOOK FOR KIDS
Get creative with this coloring book that has easy-to-tear pages so kids’ creations can be displayed with pride. Estimated release: December 2021. Call (206) 623-5124 x203 or email orders@wingluke.org to check for availability. $12.95

HOW TO DRAW CUTE STUFF AROUND THE WORLD
Angela Nguyen’s latest addition to her How to Draw Cute Stuff series, this adorable book shows you how to draw iconic landmarks, foods, and animals from all around the world! This is just the right gift for a young artist who loves drawing and learning about new places. $12.95

ART SUPPLIES
Nurture the imaginations of young creatives in your life by providing them with art supplies for any of their inspiration needs. We have coloring pencils, crayons, and sketchbooks to choose from that creatives of any level can use! Starting at $8.95
13 MONTHS IN MALESSO’
Learn about the importance of the moon’s phases and the 13-month calendar observed by CHamorus in the Marianas Islands. This book shares past and present CHamoru practices with land and sea by connecting the lunar calendar with seasons, weather, fishing, planting, and harvesting. Author Dolores Barcina Santos also shares her own family’s stories, traditions, and relationships with the island of Guam. $26.99

MY FIRST PRAYER IN TONGAN
For the bilingual young reader, My First Prayer in Tongan brings dreams of peace and acceptance. This Tongan-English board book is a must for spiritual learning and comes with sample meditations and beautiful illustrations of the island of Tonga. Published by small business Tiny Tongran Treasures. $18.95

FEATURED ARTIST
ANAK TOY KOMPANY NUMBER BLOCKS
The local parents behind Anak Toy Kompany started making toys because they wanted their kids to have toys that represented their heritage and family story. Each numbered block in a Anak Toy Kompany set is delicately engraved with a roman numeral, English, and the number in Tagalog, Ilocano, or ‘Ōlelo Hawai‘i. The wood block are treated and sealed to be non-toxic and hypoallergenic. $26.99
BIG CITIES, LITTLE FOODIES BOARDBOOKS
These brightly colored bilingual board books work as a set to celebrate cultural foods and travel while teaching young children (ages 0-5) about colors, counting, and shapes. Tokyo is bilingual English-Japanese, Taipei and Hong Kong are bilingual English-Chinese (traditional.) $12.95

KEIKI KAUKAU
CHUNKY PUZZLES AND PLAYSETS
Celebrate Hawaiian, Filipino, and Cantonese culture and food by bringing joyful inclusion in baby’s everyday toy rotation with these toys for young hands and developing taste buds. Made by Keiki Kaukau, a small Hawai’i-based business! $26

STOCKING STUFFERS

ANTI-RACIST FOODIE PINS
Copacino+Fujikado created these pins in response to anti-Asian bias and to raise awareness of how Chinatowns and other Asian American neighborhoods lost business long before precautionary shutdowns. Show how much you live for the delicious moments that beloved small businesses have provided over the years. $12 each
DARUMA
Start this new year with intention on perserverance and good luck and give the gift of daruma to your favorite go-getter. Daruma come with blank eyes for a fun tradition: set a goal, fill in one eye to mark that goal, and fill in the other when the goal has been achieved! Starting at $11.95

GHIBLI STATIONERY
Hey, let’s go! ...this adorable My Neighbor Totoro stationery from the Studio Ghibli classic will give any adventurer motivation to imagine and create. Starting at $12.95

ON POINT PINS
NEW STICKERS, PINS, & KEYCHAINS
Stickers, pins, and keychains by On Point Pins are great for spicing up backpacks, notebooks, waterbottles, and more! $4-$12
DIWALI

BINNY’S DIWALI
Also known as the Festival of Lights, Diwali is celebrated all across the world and this year it starts on November 4th. This charming picture book tells the story of Binny, who’s nervous about speaking to her class about her favorite holiday. Can the spirit of Diwali help her find her voice? $17.99

CELEBRATE THE WORLD DIWALI BOARDBOOK
This board book is perfect for your little ones in learning about the five days of Diwali! $8.99

FEATURED ARTIST PYARFUL GREETING CARDS
Find the right card for any occasion with fun cards from Pyarful! A South Asian-inspired greeting card company whose name means “love” in Hindi, their cards aim to spread pyar and create connections. You can find the perfect card for celebrating Diwali, congratulating a friend’s wedding, or just showing someone you cherish them. $5.99
FEATURED ARTIST
NERDWAX CANDLE CO. CANDLES
Help someone set the mood at home with candles from Nerdwax Candle Co. Made by a local Filipina American candlemaker, these enticing candles are inspired by Filipinx folklore, Greek myths, and pop culture like *Spirited Away* and *Avatar: The Last Airbender*! With scents ranging from woodsy, floral, sweet, and more, you'll be sure to find a scent perfect that will brighten someone's day. **$21**

PUZZLES
Get a puzzle to do with a group or for a mindful afternoon of solo puzzling! Zen out with the selections we offer, from patterned book readers to intricate landscape art, we have puzzles ranging from 100 to 1000 pieces. Also a thoughtful gift for families or anyone who could use time for mindfulness. **Starting at $13.99**
SCARVES
Keep a loved one warm this winter by gifting a stylish selection from our mindfully made scarves. From vibrant patterns in cotton, florals in modal with cotton/wool, or monochrome tones in silk, these scarves can tastefully accessorize a range of outfits! **Starting at $29**

KELA DESIGN
**PROUDLY ASIAN TOTE**
Show your Asian pride with the Proudly Asian tote by local artist Kela Wong. In the face of anti-Asian racism, it is so important to share pride in heritage, cultures, and communities. Kela donates part of the proceeds to social justice organizations. **$20**

November 18-21
15% Off
Regular-Priced Scarves

November 26-28
Shop Small Saturday
and Museum Store Sunday

20% Off Regular-Price Unframed Prints and Posters
TASTES LIKE HOLIDAYS

Food is love!
Shop cookbook sets at digitalwingluke.org/shop

FLY BY JING Zhong SAUCE
AND MALA SPICE MIX
Give the gift of spices this holiday to spice things up! Love eating or making spicy food? Then Fly by Jing Zhong Sauce will make your favorite dishes even better, giving it extra favor! We also have the Mala Spice Mix that also can add a boost to your favorite dish, it can also be a sprinkle over popcorn for that spicy and numbling favor! They also makes great gift as a set or stocking stuffers. $16.50 each

MILK & CARDAMOM
Cooking for families and friends is great! But cooking with families and friends can be a super-duper fun way to bond with one another and to enjoy each other’s company. Learn new recipes to share with loved ones from former Master Chef contestant and blogger Hetal Vasavada in her cookbook Milk & Cardamom. $21.99

PIEOMETRY
Love eating pie? Then Pieometry by Lauren Ko is for you! Learn secrets that will impress anyone with your pie-baking skills this holiday season. Also makes a wonderful present for any baker in your life. $22.50
**SOSIE DESIGNS**
Sosie Jewelry is hand-crafted in San Jose, California. Self-taught jewelry artist Sonia “Sosie” Schimke creates classic artisan pieces meant for all occasions. **Starting at $17.50**

**ART BY CIARA**
**ENAMEL EARRINGS**
New bestsellers! Art By Ciara’s pieces are inspired by imagery from Guam, Asia, and the U.S. mainland. Each hard enamel inlay earring is plated with polished 14k gold with gold plated .925 sterling silver ear wires. **$26**

**ROVER & KIN**
Rover & Kin gifts are carefully crafted or curated handmade pieces from partners in South Asia. Their goal is to create fashionable jewelry rooted in fair trade and sustainability. **Starting at $20**
Join us **Saturday, November 20, 2021**, for inspiring talks with writers and artists. FREE. Please note that Book-O-Rama is hybrid this year with online and in-person offerings:

**11AM: I Am An American: The Wong Kim Ark Story Book Launch:**
Limited capacity seating at Wing Luke Museum Community Hall. This event will also be streamed over Zoom (see [digitalwingluke.org/holidays](http://digitalwingluke.org/holidays) for registration link). Featuring authors Martha Brockenbrough and Grace Lin, artist Julia Kuo. **In-person book-signing with Martha Brockenbrough and Julia Kuo** to follow.

**I AM AN AMERICAN: THE WONG KIM ARK STORY BOOK**
I Am An American is a new picture book about the Chinese American whose Supreme Court Case confirmed the right to citizenship for anyone born in the US. **$18.99**

**12PM: In-person book-signing at Wing Luke Museum (719 S King St)**
with creators of **We Hereby Refuse**.

**WE HEREBY REFUSE**
The long-awaited graphic novel written by Frank Abe and Tamiko Nimura and illustrated by Ross Ishikawa and Matt Sasaki is here! We Hereby Refuse: Japanese American Resistance to Wartime Incarceration tells the stories of three Japanese Americans who challenged the US government’s violation of the civil and constitutional rights of its own citizens on the basis of their ethnicity. A new must-read on the many ways Japanese Americans organized to fight for their rights. **$19.95**
2PM: Video broadcast on Facebook (@winglukemuseum) featuring chef Jenny Dorsey and artist Ciara Sana.

**AVATAR: THE LAST AIRBENDER OFFICIAL COOKBOOK**
It’s that time of the year for giving, so give the gift of recipes from *Avatar: The Last Airbender* with the official cookbook by Jenny Dorsey! Perfect for eating along while watching Avatar with family and friends. **$24.99**

**NOTABLE NATIVE PEOPLE**
American Studies professor Adrienne Keene worked with artist Ciara Sana of Art by Ciara to make this beautiful collection of 50 portraits of indigenous historymakers from US states, including Hawai’i. An amazing gift and resource for youth and teachers since it features activists from the past and present! **$18.99**

**NEW MUST-READS**

**CRYING IN H MART**
Michelle Zauner, vocalist of indie rock band Japanese Breakfast, reflects on the her mother’s legacy, the food they shared, and the bittersweet taste of her Korean American heritage in Crying in H Mart, her celebrated book debut. Recommended for someone looking for a moving read. **$20**
THE PROPERTIES OF PERPETUAL LIGHT
The Properties of Perpetual Light by Julian Aguon, an indigenous human rights lawyer and writer from Guam, is a gift for the poet and philosopher. Weaving observations from his childhood in Guam with present-day reflections on activism, Aguon’s work offers practical and spiritual wisdom. **$29.99**

THE MAGIC FISH
A coming of age story that centers the experience of queer teen Tiễn Phong, this semi-autobiographical graphic novel by Trung Le Nguyen (@trungles) will resonate with anyone who is an immigrant or a descendent of immigrants. This young adult read with gorgeous illustrations will appeal to grown ups too! **$16.99**

STAR SPINNER TAROT
For the spiritual mystic, the Star Spinner Tarot set is a beautifully designed deck for new journeys and daily practice. Featuring indie comic artist Trung Le Nguyen’s work, the deck draws inspiration from fairy tales, diaspora, and queer stories. We love that the artwork features people of different races and has multiple versions of the Lovers card! Comes with a booklet for beginner tarot readers too. **$24.95**

BRUCE LEE
New Bruce Lee Merchandise Launches Friday, November 26

BE WATER MY FRIEND
Learn more about Bruce Lee’s powerful life philosophies and how to apply them to your own life through Be Water, My Friend. Written by Shannon Lee, Bruce Lee’s daughter, this book shares the teachings of her father through previously untold stories of his life. **$25.99**
LITTLE PEOPLE, BIG DREAMS: BRUCE LEE
Inspire young readers through this installment of the Little People, Big Dreams series featuring Bruce Lee. Perfect for a read aloud, this book tells the story of Bruce Lee through colorful illustrations and historical photos. $15.99

BRUCE LEE PLUSH
Perfect for Bruce Lee fans, young and old, this plush features Bruce Lee in his iconic yellow jumpsuit from Game of Death, his final movie. $9.99

WOVEN TOGETHER
We’re excited to bring back Woven Together: Stories of Burma/Myanmar, which opened right before our pandemic closure. This community-based exhibits features local voices on the diaspora from Burma/Myanmar. Open December 3, 2021 - November 12, 2022.

THE HIDDEN HISTORY OF BURMA
Historian Thant Myint-U’s latest book recounts how colonialism used up natural resources and shaped inequalities in present-day Myanmar. Learn more about country’s past and how its diverse populace formed a fledgling democracy after decades of dictatorship. $17.95

THE GLASS PALACE
For lovers of historical fiction we recommend A Glass Palace by Amitav Ghosh! The Glass Palace begins with the story of a poor young boy name Rajkumar who meets a young Burmese woman, Dolly, working the Burmese royal courts just before the British exile the Burmese royal family to India. Rajkumar becomes a rich man and goes in search of the young woman from the royal palace he had befriended so long ago. A multi-generational, epic novel. $17
COMMUNITY SPREAD

MINOR FEELINGS
Although this personal essay collection by Korean American poet Cathy Park Hong preceded the pandemic, anti-Asian violence made it more timely than ever. A thought-provoking must read on the present-day realities of Americans of Asian descent. $18

FACE MASKS
Express yourself and stay safe with fun fabric masks! We have a range of masks to choose from including foodie themed masks and masks by local makers that make great gifts. Kids’ masks available! Starting at $15.95

STORIES SHAPED IN BRONZE
Our exhibit on influential Japanese American artist Gerard Tsutakawa is on view through Sunday, April 17, 2022!

GEORGE TSUTAKAWA EARRINGS
Bring home a piece of the Wing Luke Museum with these sterling silver pieces from Gerard Tsutakawa. Tsutakawa designed the museum’s front door handles to be a functional and longlasting piece of art for the museum for decades to come. The pieces pictured here are beautiful replications of the beloved design and sure to add sophistication and intrigue to any look. $80

ART IN SEATTLE’S PUBLIC SPACES
For the hometown adventurer, Art in Seattle’s Public Spaces is the perfect guide for slow weekend walks enjoying the city’s free outdoor art collection. $29.95
WHERE BEAUTY LIES

Don’t miss this groundbreaking exhibit on beauty standards.
Closes September 18, 2022.

SAPONIKA SOAP
Locally-made soaps by Saponika have lovely scents and makes a great stocking stuffer! $8

RHO COSMETICS
Tis the season, but as we head into the colder weather it can be harsh on the skin. Locally-owned RHO Cosmetics’ Hydra Boost Repair+Balance Serum and Repair+Balance Cream will leave your skin feeling moisturized. A luxe stocking stuffer! Starting at $18

Thank you for shopping small and local this holiday season!
Give your loved ones the gift of exciting exhibitions, programs and benefits with membership at the Wing Luke Museum! Your gift supports this unique and special Museum that promotes the underrepresented histories and experiences of our Asian American and Pacific Islander communities.

Members, two-year renewals comes with an exclusive pin! Upgrade opportunities and auto-renewal options are available for any membership tier. We are grateful for your continued support of The Wing.

**INDIVIDUAL $50**
- Unlimited Museum Experience admission
- 10% discount at the Museum Marketplace
- 15% off all tours for one person
- 50% off admission for member’s friends & family*
- Listing and annual acknowledgment in The Wing newsletter
- Subscription to The Wing newsletter and e-newsletter
- Discounts on Museum performances and programs
- Exclusive invitations to exhibit openings and receptions
- Online advance notice for special offers, events, exhibitions and programs

**FRIENDS $75**
All essential membership privileges plus:
- Unlimited free admission for two people
- 15% discount off all tours for up to two people

**FAMILY $95**
All of the benefits of Friends membership plus:
- Unlimited free admission for up to 4 children under 18 with member
- Advance notice and priority registration to family events and education programs

**COMMUNITY $150**
Receive a Friends Level membership for yourself and **donate** a Friends Level membership to a partner who has signed up for our Community Member Sponsorship program, increasing accessibility and advancing equity in our communities!

**PATRON $150**
All of the benefits of Family membership plus:
- Reciprocal benefits with more than 1,000 museums nationwide

**BENEFACTOR $300**
All of the benefits of Patron membership plus:
- Unlimited Museum Experience general admission for 6 people
- 15% discount (for up to 6 people) on Chinatown Discovery Tours*
- 15% discount on event space reservation

*Members must be present at time of visit. Not valid for prearranged or private tours.